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Considering the diffraction of a plane wave by a periodically corrugated half-space, we show that the
transformation of the refracting medium from positive(negative) phase velocity to negative(positive) phase
velocity type has an influence on the diffraction efficiencies. This effect increases with increasing corrugation
depth, owing to the presence of evanescent waves in the troughs of the corrugated interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rediscovery[1] of isotropic dielectric-magnetic mate-
rials exhibiting phase velocity vector opposed in direction to
the time-averaged Poynting vector has prompted a flurry of
publications during the last four years[2,3]. Many interest-
ing effects have been predicted, with some experimental
backing as well[4–6].

Though several names have been proposed for this class
of materials, we think that the most descriptive is negative-
phase-velocity(NPV) materials[7]. In contrast, the phase
velocity and the time-averaged Poynting vectors are coparal-
lel in positive-phase-velocity(PPV) materials. PPV materials
are, of course, commonplace and require no introduction.

That the intrinsic difference between NPV and PPV ma-
terials has recognizable consequences is easily gauged from
a simple problem: reflection and refraction of a plane wave
due to a homogeneously filled half-space. Let vacuum be the
medium of incidence, whilee2 and m2 denote the relative
permittivity and relative permeability of the medium of re-
fraction. Let a linear plane wave be incident on the planar
interface of the two mediums at an angleu0 suu0u,p /2d
from the normal to the interface andrsu0d be the reflection
coefficient. If the transformationhe2→−e2

* ,m2→−m2
*j is

implemented, thenrsu0d→r*su0d, where the asterisk denotes
the complex conjugate[8]. Thus, the replacement of a re-
fracting NPV (PPV) half-space by an analogous refracting
PPV (NPV) half-space changes the phase of the reflection
coefficient but not its magnitude.

What would happen if the interface were to be corru-
gated[9]? Surface-relief gratings are periodically corrugated
surfaces that are commonly used in electromagnetics, and
many theoretical techniques are available to compute their
diffraction efficiencies[10]. Therefore, we decided to com-
pute and compare the diffraction efficiencies of PPV and

NPV surface-relief gratings. In this Brief Report, we present
our chief results. Section II contains a sketch of the theoret-
ical method we chose, while Sec. III is a discussion of the
numerical results obtained. An exps−ivtd time dependence is
implicit, with v the angular frequency.

II. THEORY

In a rectangular coordinate systemsx,y,zd, we consider
the periodically corrugated boundaryy=gsxd=gsx+dd be-
tween vacuum and a homogeneous, isotropic, linear material,
with d being the corrugation period. The regiony.gsxd is
vacuous, whereas the medium occupying the regiony,gsxd
is characterized by complex-valued scalarse2=e2R+ ie2I and
m2=m2R+ im2I. If this medium is of the NPV type, then[7,11]

e2Rum2u + m2Rue2u , 0; s1d

otherwise

e2Rum2u + m2Rue2u . 0. s2d

We note here that refracting material need only beeffectively
homogeneous at the angular frequency of interest[12]. A
linearly polarized electromagnetic plane wave is incident on
this boundary from the regiony.gsxd at an angleu0

suu0u,p /2d with respect to they axis.
Let the function fsx,yd represent thez-directed compo-

nent of the total electric field for thes-polarization case and
the z-directed component of the total magnetic field for the
p-polarization case[13]. Outside the corrugations,fsx,yd is
rigorously represented by the following Rayleigh expansions
[9]:

fsx,yd = expfisa0x − b0
s1dydg + o

n=−`

+`

rn expfisanx + bn
s1dydg,

y . max gsxd, s3d
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fsx,yd = o
n=−`

+`

tn expfisanx − bn
s2dydg, y , min gsxd. s4d

Here, hrnjn=−`
+` and htnjn=−`

+` are scalar coefficients to be de-
termined and

a0 =
v

c
sin u0,

an = a0 + 2np/d,

bn
s1d =Îv2

c2 − an
2,

bn
s2d =Îv2

c2 e2 m2 − an
2, s5d

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. Note thatbn
s1d is

either purely real or purely imaginary, and the conditions

HResbn
s1dd ù 0

Imsbn
s1dd ù 0

J ∀ n s6d

are appropriate for plane waves in the vacuous half-space
y.gsxd. The refracting half-spacey,gsxd being filled by a
material medium,e2I .0 andm2I .0 by virtue of causality.
The refracted plane waves must attenuate asy→−`, which
requirement leads to the condition

Imsbn
s2dd . 0. s7d

Fulfillment of this condition automatically fixes the sign of
Resbn

s2dd, regardless of the signs ofe2R and m2R. We must
note here that the transformationhe2R→−e2R,m2R→−m2Rj
alters the signs of the real parts of allbn

s2d.
Boundary conditions aty=gsxd require the continuity of

the tangential components of the total electric field and the
total magnetic field. Hence,

f„x,gsxd + … = f„x,gsxd − …,

n̂ · = f„x,gsxd + … = s−1n̂ · = f„x,gsxd − …, s8d

where s=m2 for the s-polarization case ands=e2 for the
p-polarization case, whilen̂ is a unit vector normal to the
boundary.

At this stage we invoke the Rayleigh hypothesis[9] —
that is, we assume that expansions(3) and (4), which are
strictly valid outside the corrugated region, can be used in
the boundary conditions(8). Doing so and then projecting
into the Rayleigh basishexpsi amxdjm=−`

+` , we obtain a system
of linear equations forhrnjn=−`

+` and htnjn=−`
+` . [This step in-

volves multiplying both sides of a boundary condition by
expsiamxd and then integrating with respect tox over one
period, for eachm.] Following Maradudin([14] p. 427), we
write down the system in matrix form as

FM11 M12

M21 M22
G FR

T G = FU
V G . s9d

The sm,ndth elements of the four matrixes on the right-hand
side of Eq.(9) are

uM11umn= − Dmnsbn
s1dd,

uM12umn= Dmns− bn
s2dd,

uM21umn= bn
s1d Dmnsbn

s1dd − an Emnsbn
s1dd,

FIG. 1. Diffraction efficienciese0
r ande−1

r as well as the normal-
ized absorbed powerPa as functions of the incidence angleu0,
for a sinusoidally corrugated interface between vacuum and a
linear homogeneous medium. The interface functiongsxd
=0.5 h coss2px/dd, whereh/d=0.07 andvd/c=2p /1.1. The re-
fracting medium is of either the PPVse2=5+i0.01,m2=1+i0.01d or
the NPV se2=−5+i0.01,m2=−1+i0.01d type. Calculations were
made for both thes- and thep-polarization cases.
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uM22umn=
1

s
fbn

s2d Dmns− bn
s2dd + an Emns− bn

s2ddg, s10d

while the mth elements of the four column vectors in the
same equation are

uRum = rm

uTum = tm,

uUum = Dm0s− b0
s1dd,

uVum = b0
s1d Dm0s− b0

s1dd + a0 Em0s− b0
s1dd. s11d

The integrals appearing in the foregoing equations are
defined as

Dmnsud =
1

d
E

0

d

expS− i
2p

d
sm− ndx + iugsxdDdx s12d

and

Emnsud =
1

d
E

0

d

g8sxd expS− i
2p

d
sm− ndx + iugsxdDdx, s13d

with the prime denoting differentiation with respect to
argument.

Equation(9) has to be appropriately truncated and solved
to determine the reflection coefficientsrn and refraction co-
efficientstn. Diffraction efficiencies

en
r =

Resbn
s1dd

b0
s1d urnu2 s14d

are defined for the reflected orders. The normalized power
absorbed across one period of the corrugated interface is
given by

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but forh/d=0.14. FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1, but forh/d=0.21.
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Pa = ReF 1

b0
s1ds

o
n,m

han Emn„sbm
s2dd* − bn

s2d
…

+ bn
s2d Dmn„sbm

s2dd* − bn
s2d
…jtn tm

* G , s15d

The principle of conservation of energy requires that

o
n

en
r + Pa = 1. s16d

When we implemented the procedure presented, we checked
that the condition(16) was satisfied to an error of 10 ppm.
This was usually achieved by retaining 15 terms(i.e., −7
ønø7) in the Rayleigh expansions(3) and(4) of the fields.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We chose the corrugations to be sinusoidal:gsxd
=0.5 h coss2px/dd. For this type of boundary between
vacuum and a penetrable dielectric medium, good results
have been obtained forh/d,0.3 [15,16]. We calculated dif-
fraction efficiencies for refracting mediums of both the PPV
(e2=5+i0.01,m2=1+i0.01) and the NPV se2=−5
+ i0.01,m2=−1+i0.01d types. Calculations were made for
both thes-and p-polarization cases. Fixing the ratiovd/c
=2p /1.1, we plotted the diffraction efficienciese0

r and e−1
r

as well as the absorptionPa as functions ofu0P f0,p /2d for
h/d=0.07 (Fig. 1), h/d=0.14 (Fig. 2), and h/d=0.21
(Fig. 3).

When h/d=0—i.e., when the interface is planar—it has
been shown[8] that the transformationhe2R→−e2R,m2R→
−m2Rj does not changee0

r . No wonder, the same transforma-
tion does not seem to be very effective in affectinge0

r when

h/d=0.07. As the corrugations grow deeper(i.e., ash/d in-
creases in value), the presented data show that the transfor-
mation of the refracting medium from NPV(PPV) to PPV
(NPV) increasingly affectse0

r andPa.
Why should this be so? Now, for a planar interface, the

transformationhe2R→−e2R,m2R→−m2Rj leaves the magni-
tude of the reflection coefficientonly unchanged for
nonevan-
escent incident plane waves, but that is not a true statement
for incident evanescent plane waves[17]. In the troughs of
the corrugated interface, the total field that exists has both
specularsn=0d and nonspecularsnÞ0d components. Most
of the nonspecular components are like evanescent plane
waves because they are characterized by Resbn

s1dd=0. Their
presence ensures that the diffraction efficiencies are affected
by the transformation of the refracting medium from NPV
(PPV) to PPV(NPV).

Before concluding, let us point out that the numerical re-
sults presented here for NPV surface-relief gratings agree
with the results of a perturbational approach, thereby validat-
ing the limited use of the Rayleigh hypothesis for NPV grat-
ings in the same way as for PPV gratings[18]. Also, the
emergence of homogeneous NPV materials promises new
types of gratings which could be significantly different from
their PPV counterparts.
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